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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of Wedderbum’s famous theorems is this: 
THEOREM (Wedderbum). Let R be a finite associative division r&g. Then 
R is commutative. 
Albert has extended Wedderbu~‘s theorem in [I] to 
THEOREM (Albert). Let A be a finite power-associative division ring of 
characteristic not 2, 3, or 5. Then R is commutative and associative. 
Two of the present authors generalized Wedderburn’s theorem in [4] to 
THEOREM. Let R be a ring and let I be an ideal of R. Suppose that 
R/I is a finite divisiosz ring 
and 
x z y (mod I) implies XQ = yQ, 
where q is the ~~di~~ty of RjI. 
If I2 = (0), then R is eommsstative provided R is associative, 
(1) 
(2) 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the above theorem in the same 
direction in which Albert’s theorem extends Wedderburn’s theorem. Let R 
be a power-associative ring of characteristic not 2, 3, or 5 and let I be an ideal of 
R such that (1) and (2) hold. We establish 
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THEOREM 1, If I is commutative, then R is commutative. 
THEO= 2. If I is associative, then R is associative provide$ R is flexible. 
THEOREM 3. If I is commutative and associative, then R is commutative and 
associative. 
Theorem 3 is a generalization of Albert’s theorem as can be seen by taking 
Z = (0). Theorem 1 extends the results in [3]. 
2. MAIN SECTION 
Throughout we assume that R is a power-associative ring of characteristic 
not 2, 3, or 5 with an ideal Z satisfying (1) and (2). 
We first show that Z consists of all of the nilpotent elements of R. Indeed, 
if x E Z then x” = 0 by (2). Conversely, suppose x” = 0: Then for the cor- 
responding $ E R/I, A?’ = 0, whence x E Z by (1). 
Now, let p = 2,3, or 5 and suppose there is an R E R/I such that p% = b. 
Then px E I, and hence, p%+ = 0 by (2). But then x9 = 0 since R is of 
characteristic not p, which implies that x E Z and thus x’ = Ti. Therefore, R/I 
is of characteristic not 2, 3, or 5. Thus, R/I is a field by Albert’s theorem. 
Since R/I is finite, there exists an element [E R/I which generates (R~I)~~O~. 
Consider the coset 5 + Z = 4. Ifs E c + Z, then ZQ = [* since z E 5 (mod Z). 
Let 5 = ti = 59. Now in R/I we have 59 = {, hence [Q E 5 + I. Thus, 
6 E .$ + I; and therefore, by (2), IQ = 5. Moreover, 5 = 5 + Z generates 
~Rl~~~O~, and every element in R but not in Z is of the form p + a, a E I. 
Let z E .$ + 1. Since 6 = 29, the power-associativity of R implies that 
and 
0 = (2,2, I”) = (2, Sk, 2) = (Ik, z, 2) (4) 
for all positive integers k, I. Furthermore, .z = 14 + a for some a EZ, and as 
zr runs over 15 + I, a runs over 1. Hence by (3), power-associativity, and the 
linearity of the associator, we have 
0 = (a, tkt P) = (lk, P, a) = (P, a, 4”) (5) 
for all a E Z and for all positive integers k, 1. Also, using (5) we obtain from (4) 
that 
0 = (a, a, 5”) = (a, fk, a) = (5““, a, a) (6) 
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for all positive integers k and all a E I. Now, by (2), (a + 4)” = @ for all 
a E Z, hence 
0 = [(a + 5‘)q - fql(a + f) - (a + T)[(a + V - I”1 
= at” - eqa = a5 - la, 
since 6” = 6. Hence, 
0 = (a, 5) (7) 
for all a E Z where the commutator (x, y) is defined by (x, y) = xy - yx. The 
semi- Jacobi identity 
kY, 4 - 4Y, 4 - (x9 4Y = (x, Y, 2) - 6% 2939 + (2, ?Y) (8) 
can be easily shown to hold in an arbitrary ring. Using (8) with x = 4, 
y = Sk, z = a, and noting that then all of the associators in (8) vanish by (5), 
an easy induction based upon (7) yields 0 = (a, em”) for all positive integers 
m. Hence, 
0 = (a, c) (9) 
for all a EZ and for all c in the subring generated by 5. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since Z is commutative and every element in R but 
not in Z is of the form e + a, a E Z, Eq. (9) and the fact that the commutator 
is linear in both arguments implies that R is commutative. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let b be an element of the subring of R generated 
by 4. Then by the linearity of the associator we have by (5) and (6) that 
and 
0 = (a, b”, bz) = (b*, bl, a) = (b*, a, bl) (5’) 
0 = (a, a, bL) = (a, bk, a) = (b”, a, a) (6’) 
for all a E Z and for all positive integers k, 1. Linearizing (6’) we obtain 
and 
0 = (aI , a2 , bk) + (as , al , W, 
0 = (aI , b”, 4 + (a, , b”, a,), 
0 = (b*, a, ,a,) + (b”, a2 , 4 
for all a, , ap E Z and for all positive integers k. 
Let x = a1 , y = a, , a = b* in (8). Then by (9) and (6”) we have 
(6”) 
0 = (a, , as , bk) + (a, , b*, a,) + (bk, al , aJ. (10) 
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In what follows, we will use the Teichmtiller identity which holds in an 
arbitrary ring: 
0 = m4 2, Y, 4 = (wx, y, 2) - (w, xy, 2) + (w, x,yz) 
- f&Y, 4 - (w, %Y) 2. 
Our next goal is to establish 
(a1 , bSk, a,) = 2&z, , bk, a,) (11) 
for all al , a, E I and for all positive integers K. Indeed, by (10) and (67, 
(Ul 9 Pk, 4 = -(bSk, a2 , q) + (a, , a2 , bZk). (12) 
If we add 0 = T(bk, us , bk, ui) - T(a, , a, , P, P) - T(bk, P, a, , a,) to 
equation (12), we obtain 
((11 , b2k, $1 = - (bZk, a2 , a,) + (bka, , b”, a,) - (bk, uebk, Ul) 
+ (bk, a, , bkul) 
- b”(% 9 bk, a,) + (a1 , dk, bk) + (a, , a.2 , b”) bk 
- (bek, @I , 4 
+ (b”, b”% , 4 + bk(bk, a, ,a,) 
upon using (5’). But by (6”) 
- (bZk, a, ) Ul) - (bSk, a, , UJ = 0 
and 
(b”, a2 , bku,) + (bk, bku, ) UJ = 0. 
Moreover, by (6”), (9), and (10) 
(bEa, , bk, a,) - (bk, u.$~, a,) + (a, , uak, bk) = 0. 
Hence, (13) becomes 
(13) 
(al , b2k, uz) = -bk(u, , b”, a,) + (a, , a,, bk) b” + bk(bk, a, , aa). (14) 
Now, by (9) and (10) 
(a1 9 u2 * bk) bk + bk(bk, a, , uz) = -bk(u, , b”, a,), 
hence, (14) becomes 
(a, , b*k, a,) = --2bk(u, , bk, a,) 
from which (11) follows by (6”). 
Now, we expand [a, , (gz + fz+l)*, apl in two ways where a, , uB ~1. First, 
let b = 6’ + tzfl in (11) with k = 1. Then 
[a, , (5” + fz+l)*, $1 = 2(tz + f*+‘)(a, 1 fZ + fz+l, 4. 
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[al , (5” + P)2, a.4 = (a1 ) 12’ + 25=+1 + !?+2, up,). 
Now, apply (11) with b = 6 and k = 1 and then K = 1 + 1 to obtain 
[Ql , (P + 5z+1)2, 4 = 21C(% 3 tz, a21 + xz+‘(% I P-l, a,) 
+ 2@1 , 52z+1, a,)* 
Comparing the two expansions of [a, , (p + ~r+1)2, a& and recalling that R 
is of characteristic not 2, we get 
(4 , Pz+l, %) = I”(Ql , P1, Q,) + sz+yal , I’, a,) (15) 
for all a, , aa E I and for all positive integers 1. By an easy induction, using (11) 
with b = 5 and (15), we get 
(al , k+l, a,)=(m+l)P(a~,4,~)=~~(a,,(m+l)I,a,) (16) 
for all a1 , a, E I and for all positive integers m. 
Let m + 1 = q in (16): 
(Ql , EQ, as) = PfQl , 46 a2). 
But observe that q[ E I, hence by the associativity of I and the fact that 
@ = (, we have 
(Ql f 6, a21 = 0. (17) 
Using 0 = T(a, , 5, P, a,) and (S), an easy induction based upon (17) yields 
0 = (a, , 5”, a,) (18) 
for all a, , a, E I and all positive integers m. Furthermore, (lo), (6”), and (18) 
yield 
0 = (a, , a2 f P”) - (P, a2 I Ql). (19) 
Now, we are ready to use the assumption that R is flexible. Linearizing the 
flexible identity (x, y, X) = 0 we have (x, y, z) + (a, y, X) = 0 in R, which 
applied to (19) yields 
0 = (a, > Q8 , 5”) = (P, =2 , a,) (20) 
for all a, , a, EI and all positive integers m. 
Now, consider (x, y, 2). If X, y, x 4 I, we know that x -I; 4” + a, , 
y = P + a2 , z = fk + a, for a r , a, , a, ~1, integers j,j, k > 0. Then 
(X,Y,4 = (P fQ1, tj + Q2 , fk + a,) = 0, 
by the power-associativity of R, the associativity of I, (5), (18), and (20). If 
2 or 3 of x, y, a are in I, the associativity of I, (18), and (20) immediately 
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imply that (x, y, z) = 0, Finally, if only one of x, y, z is in 1, say x = a, E 1, 
we have 
(2,Y,2)=((a,,P+a,,Zk+%)=O 
by the associativity of 1, (S), (f8), and (20). Similarly, if only y EI or only 
x E I. Hence R is associative. 
Proof of Theorem 3. R is commutative by Theorem I, hence R is flexible. 
Therefore, R is associative by Theorem 2. 
3. REMARKS 
In the Introduction a theorem is stated with [4] given as reference. That 
theorem is a restatement of Theorem 1 in 141. 
Condition (2) involves the ~lynomial S’ - y”. It is possible to weaken (2) 
by replacing this polynomial by a more general polynomial. However, the 
resulting theorems and proofs become quite involved even though they remain 
conceptually similar to those in this paper. Hence, we omit them. 
Finally, various models and examples concerning the inde~nden~e of the 
hypotheses may be found in [2], [3], and [4]. The major open question is 
whether or not the assumption of flexibility in Theorem 2 can be dropped. 
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